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Abstract: Fixed-speed wind generator (FSWG) technology has an important presence in countries where wind energy started to be developed more than a decade ago. This type of technology cannot be directly adapted to the grid codes, for example those requirements related to the immunity level under voltage dips. That behavior is typically referred as low-voltage ride through (LVRT), and it usually implies certain reactive and active power injection requirements, both during a voltage dip and during the voltage recovery. In this context, a review is presented of the LVRT exigencies present in some of the countries with the most advanced grid codes (Denmark, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom). In this paper, the capabilities of STATCOM-based devices for fulfilling the LVRT requirements in FSWG are analyzed. For this purpose, two technologies are considered: a STATCOM with a supercapacitor, which improves its energy storage features; and a STATCOM with a supercapacitor and a DC-DC converter, to achieve higher discharge levels.
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1. Introduction

Currently, wind power is the most promising renewable energy source due its increasing penetration in the world’s energy mix. For example, in the European Union at the end of 2012, the installed capacity
reached 100 GW, and 11% of the electricity generated in the European Union was from wind energy [1,2]. In this context, system operators (SOs) are becoming stricter with the use of wind energy sources in terms of their behavior compared with conventional energy sources. This restricted use of wind energy sources is implemented through a continuous updating of their grid codes, where the technical conditions demanded for renewable power plants are stricter, or even more exigent, than those for conventional power plants. Regarding these grid codes, typically one of the most demanding requirements is the low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability. This requirement refers to the ability of a generating unit or power plant to withstand a voltage dip, whose profile is established by the SO in the grid code. Furthermore, grid codes usually establish the required behavior in terms of the active and reactive power generation during this voltage dip [3–7].

From the point of view of the technology of wind turbine generators (WTGs), most of the WTGs installed during the boom of wind energy were fixed speed wind generators (FSWGs) formed by induction generators [8]. However, in recent years, the most frequently installed WTGs were variable-speed wind turbines formed by doubly-fed induction generators or by synchronous generators with back-to-back converters [9]. Despite this market tendency, FSWGs have an important presence in countries where wind energy started to be developed more than a decade ago (e.g., in 1995, 70% of the market was dominated by Squirrel Cage Induction Generators, which decreased to 25% by 2004) [8,10]. According to the Spanish Wind Energy Association (Asociación Empresarial Eólica AEE), by 2009, the total installed wind power capacity was 16.740 MW, and those wind turbines with induction generators represented 20% (3380 MW) [11].

In FSWGs, the induction generator is directly connected to the grid, which makes it difficult for this technology to fulfill almost any grid code requirement. For example, FSWGs are usually disconnected when the voltage drop exceeds 10%–20% with respect to the rated voltage [12]. Commonly, FSWGs have mechanically switched capacitors to assist them with the power factor; however, for LVRT fulfillment, reactive power compensators, such as static VAR compensators (SVC) and static synchronous compensators (STATCOM) [9,13,14], must be used.

A STATCOM is a reactive power compensator that exhibits a good dynamic response with a high control bandwidth and the capability of providing higher currents at low voltage levels [12]. It is also desirable to use a STATCOM due to the possibility of working with decoupled control of the DC-link voltage and the reactive current [15]. However, one of the main drawbacks is the low energy density on the DC link capacitor installed in the STATCOM; this limits the reactive and active power capability of the STATCOM [16,17]. An improved version of the STATCOM is called the STATCOM + ES (energy storage). This variant includes a storage device, usually batteries, supercapacitors (SCs), etc. The storage device provides more capabilities to the STATCOM, such as power oscillation damping or mitigation of phase-jump-related disturbances [18–24]. Moreover, the STATCOM + ES can be used for reactive compensation when an LVRT system is implemented [25,26].

The main objective of this paper is to propose a robust and reliable solution that provides FSWG LVRT capability, allowing these types of generators to withstand voltage dips and comply with different grid code requirements. The proposed approach to accomplish this purpose is the use of a STATCOM + ES-based on an SC, which enables not only the fulfillment of the reactive power requirements during a voltage dip, but also the active power requirements, i.e., a complete fulfillment of the LVRT conditions can be achieved. The capability of active power generation is implemented by
means of an SC and a DC-DC converter in the DC link of the STATCOM [23,27]. One of the main features of SCs is their high energy density and large time constants, which makes them very suitable for short-term applications, such as voltage dips, where the disturbances always last less than a second [21,28] (see Appendix I for commercially available SCs).

In this study, the grid codes of the following countries are analyzed to establish the LVRT requirements used to define and simulate the compensation system: Denmark, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom (UK).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the LVRT requirements in the grid codes. Section 3 presents the system model, including the STATCOM description. Section 4 presents the proposed compensations systems. Section 5 presents the system control with the decoupled control capability. In Section 6, the method implemented for the simulations is presented. In Section 7, the results of all of the simulations are presented, and finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 8.

2. LVRT Requirements in the Grid Codes

One of the most severe types of disturbances in a power network is a voltage dip. According to international standards, voltage dips are characterized by a temporary reduction of the voltage below a threshold that can last from milliseconds up to minutes [29]. Generally, these voltage dips are caused by short circuits in the transmission network. Due to these faults and with the aim of restoring the network to its pre-fault value, the grid codes require that all generation units, including WTGs, must back up the grid. This requirement is called LVRT, and it requires the WTGs to remain connected to the grid, even if, in some cases, the faults reduce the voltage to zero at the point of common coupling (PCC). Furthermore, limits to the active and reactive power consumption during a voltage dip are established in the grid codes [14]. This paper is focused on analyzing the LVRT behavior of FSWGPs, because this is typically one of the most demanding requirements from a technologic point of view. The countries whose grid codes have been taken into account are Denmark, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom.

2.1. Denmark

The Danish grid code has two separate requirements for the connection of WTGs to the grid, one for voltages below 100 kV and the other one for voltages above 100 kV. In this paper, the LVRT requirements regarding the voltages above 100 kV [4] are considered due to them being more demanding (e.g., active power generation) and also because the profile in both codes is the same. In Figure 1, the voltage profile is shown that the WTGs must withstand without disconnection. This profile is only valid for three-phase short circuits.

This code also establishes that the wind farm shall produce the rated power no later than 10 s after the voltage recovers the 0.9 p.u. (per-unit system) during the voltage dip. The active power in the PCC shall meet the following condition:

$$ P_{actual} \geq kp \cdot P_{t=0} \cdot \left( \frac{U_{actual}}{U_{t=0}} \right)^2 $$

(1)
where:

- $P_{\text{actual}}$: the actual active power measured in the PCC;
- $P_t = 0$: the power measured in the PCC immediately before the voltage dip;
- $U_t = 0$: the voltage in the PCC immediately before the voltage dip;
- $U_{\text{actual}}$: the actual voltage measured in the PCC;
- $K_p = 0.4$: the reduction factor considering any voltage dips at the generator terminals.

During the voltage dip, the wind farm is allowed to consume a reactive current equal to the nominal current at most. The Danish SO also established the use of a simulation model that shall be based on the Thévenin equivalent of the power system. In this equivalent, the grid impedance is characterized by a short-circuit power ten-times higher than the wind turbine’s rated power and an impedance ratio of 0.1 [4].

**Figure 1.** Low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) profile in the Danish grid code.

2.2. Germany

The LVRT restrictions given by the German grid code [3] establish two different borderlines that the WTG must accomplish to interconnect with the grid (see Figure 2). This paper will study the behavior of the profile given by Borderline 2, due it being the most demanding one. The conditions for this type of voltage dip are:

- Above Borderline 2, all generating facilities must pass through the fault without being disconnected from the network;
- Below Borderline 2, short-time disconnections are always permitted, but the resynchronization must occur after 2 s. Active power feed-in must be increased with a gradient of at least 10% of the nominal generator capacity per second of the original value;
- For all generating facilities that are not disconnected from the network during a fault, an active power supply must be continued immediately after the fault clearance and increased to the original value with a gradient of at least 20% of the nominal capacity per second;
- The generating facilities must contribute to the network stability during a voltage dip by means of additional current. For this purpose, a voltage control according to Figure 3 shall be activated...
in the event of a voltage dip of more than 10% of the effective value of the generator voltage. This voltage control must ensure the supply of a reactive current at the low-voltage side of the generator transformer with a contribution of at least 2% of the rated current for each percent of the voltage dip. The facilities must be capable of feeding the required current within 20 ms into the grid. If necessary, a reactive power output of at least 100% of the rated current must be possible.

**Figure 2.** LVRT profile in the German grid code.

**Figure 3.** Reactive output current under disturbances according to the German grid code ($V_n$, nominal voltage; $V$, instantaneous voltage during the disturbance; $I_n$, nominal current; $I_r$, reactive current).
2.3. Spain

The LVRT requirements that a WTG must withstand to allow its connection to the Spanish grid are summarized in the operation procedure P.O. 12.3 [7]. In Figure 4a is shown the voltage profile that the WTG must ride through without disconnection, and Figure 4b shows the reactive current response during the voltage dip. There are other requirements demanded by the Spanish SO to support the grid; according to these requirements, the LVRT profile is divided into three zones [30] (see Figure 4a):

- Zone 1 starts after the fault and lasts 150 ms;
- Zone 2 is during the fault, between Zone 1 and Zone 3;
- Zone 3 starts when the fault is cleared and the voltage begins to recover to its pre-fault value.

Figure 4. (a) LVRT profile and (b) reactive current response, according to the Spanish grid code.

In the Spanish grid code, certain active and reactive power consumption is allowed in all three zones, as shown in Table 1. For example, in Zone 1, during the first 0.35 s, the WTG cannot consume more than the 60% of the nominal active power.
Table 1. Active and reactive requirements during three phase faults. WTG, wind turbine generator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spanish grid code requirements</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active power ($P$)</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>$&lt;-10% \times P_n$</td>
<td>No limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive power ($Q$)</td>
<td>$&lt;-60% \times P_n$</td>
<td>$&lt;0% \times P_n$</td>
<td>No limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive energy ($E_r$)</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>$&lt;-60% \times P_n \times 150$ ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive current ($I_r$)</td>
<td>No limit</td>
<td>$I_r/I_t &gt; 0.9$ (average)</td>
<td>$&lt;-150% \times I_n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$P_n$, WTG nominal power; $I_n$, WTG nominal current; $I_r$, reactive current; $I_t$, actual current during the fault.

Like the Danish grid code, the Spanish code also demands that the test of the wind turbines must be performed with an equivalent electrical grid described in the procedure for verification and validations (PVVC) [31].

2.4. U.K.

The LVRT requirements of the U.K. are divided into two types: short circuit faults up to 140 ms in duration and voltage dips greater than 140 ms in duration [5]. This paper studies the behavior subject to short circuits up to 140 ms in duration, because these are the most demanding. In Figure 5, two different borderlines for short circuits up to 140 ms are shown. Borderline 1 depicts a fault cleared in 140 ms, and Borderline 2 depicts a fault cleared in less than 140 ms. To enable a comparison with the other grid codes, Borderline 2 was chosen, because the fault time is longer than that of Borderline 1 and is therefore a more demanding requirement.

The technical requirements for these faults demand that each generating unit shall remain transiently stable and connected to the system without tripping for a close-up solid three-phase short circuit fault or any unbalanced short circuit fault for a total fault clearance time of up to 140 ms. Following the fault clearance, the recovery of the grid voltage to 90% may take longer than 140 ms, as illustrated in Figure 5. The generating unit shall be designed such that after the fault clearance and within 0.5 s of the restoration of the voltage at the PCC, the active power output shall be restored to at least 90% of the level available before the fault. During the period of the fault, each generating unit shall generate a maximum reactive current without exceeding the transient rating limit of the generating unit.

Figure 5. LVRT profile in the UK’s grid code for short circuits of up to 140 ms in duration.
2.5. Grid Code Summary

A summary of the different LVRT profiles in the grid codes analyzed in this paper is shown in Figure 6. In Table 2 summarizes the requirements established by the SOs during a voltage dip.

To simplify further analysis and to comply with each of the LVRT requirements, the profiles described are divided in zones; see Table 2.

**Table 2. Technical characteristics of the LVRT requirements.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid code</th>
<th>Fault duration (ms)</th>
<th>Min voltage level (%V_{rated})</th>
<th>Time for voltage restoration (s)</th>
<th>Reactive requirements</th>
<th>Active power generation</th>
<th>Active power requirements</th>
<th>Analysis zones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Consume less than I_{rated} during the fault</td>
<td>According to Equation (1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Zone 1 and 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Within 20 ms according to Figure 3</td>
<td>After fault 20% (P_{rated}/s)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Zone 1, 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>According to Table 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>According to Table 1</td>
<td>Zone 1, 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>Generate I_{rated} during fault after fault and within 0.5 s 90% (P_{rated}) within 0.5 s</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Zone 1 and 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Wind Turbine and Compensation System Model

The FSWG to be simulated in this paper is assumed to have the typical configuration shown in Figure 7. In this configuration, the induction generator, the capacitor bank and the compensation system, in this case, the STATCOM, are connected to the low-voltage side of the WTG. The model was implemented in the power system simulation software, PSCAD [32].

![Figure 7. Configuration of the system to be analyzed.](image)

3.1. Wind Generator

FSWGs are composed of an induction generator directly connected to the grid through a Low Voltage/Medium Voltage (LV/MV) transformer. FSWGs are modeled in PSCAD [32] by means of a dynamic model for the mechanical elements and a transient model for the generator and power network [33].

The parameters of the WTG used for simulation purposes are shown in Table A3 of Appendix 3, and the power coefficient ($C_p$) curve given by the manufacturer [34,35] is shown in Figure 8. Additionally, the main parameters of the induction machine are presented in Table A4 of Appendix 3.

![Figure 8. WTG power coefficient $C_p$.](image)
3.2. STATCOM

Typically, STATCOMs have been used to provide reactive power at a PCC in a transmission network or distribution network for different purposes, e.g., control of voltage, load compensation and addressing LVRT; the most relevant feature is its capability of injecting a controllable reactive current independent of the grid voltage [17,36–39]. A STATCOM is formed by a DC/AC converter, a capacitor on the DC side and a reactor on the AC side for filtering the high frequency components related to Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) commutation. The main function of that capacitor is to help to stabilize the DC voltage (see Figure 9). This power electronic device is based on the voltage source converter principle [40]. Usually, the control implemented for simulation is a Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) based in dq coordinates that allows the decoupling between the active and the reactive power.

The working limits of the STATCOM are determined by following steady state equations [41]:

\[ P_s = \frac{V_s|V_{LV}|}{X_s} \sin(\delta) \]  
\[ Q_s = \frac{V_s|V_{LV}|}{X_s} \cos(\delta) - \frac{|V_{LV}|^2}{X_s} \]

where \( V_s \) is the voltage at the STATCOM terminals (see terminals \( V_{Sa}, V_{Sb} \) and \( V_{Sc} \) in Figure 9); \( V_{LV} \) is the WTG low-voltage side voltage (see terminals \( V_{LVa}, V_{LVb} \) and \( V_{LVc} \) in Figure 9); \( \delta \) is the phase difference between both voltages; \( X_s \) is the reactance installed at STATCOM output and \( P_s \) and \( Q_s \) are the active and reactive power delivered by the STATCOM, respectively.

The main parameters of the STATCOM used for simulation are presented in Table A5 of Appendix 3.

Figure 9. Typical scheme of a STATCOM based on VSI, voltage source inverter.

4. Proposed LVRT Systems Based on STATCOM with Supercapacitors

STATCOM has many well-known advantages in terms of dynamic stability and reactive current generation regardless of the network voltage, among others. However, one of the main drawbacks of the STATCOM is its low energy storage capability, which limits the active power exchange with the grid [9,14,16]. For this reason, in this paper, a compensation system is proposed that takes advantage of the reactive generation capability of the STATCOM and that adds active generation capabilities by adding supercapacitors on the STATCOM DC side.
In this context, based on the reactive power compensation performed by the STATCOM, it is proposed to analyze the active and reactive power compensation capabilities of two variants of the STATCOM; the STATCOM + ES with an SC and the STATCOM + ES with a DC-DC converter; these with the aim of verifying the compliance of the LVRT requirements.

4.1. STATCOM + ES

The active power generation capability of a STATCOM can be increased by adding storage systems to its DC side, such as batteries, SC and flywheels, among others [19–24]. The resulting approach, called STATCOM + ES (energy storage), is usually implemented to smooth the output power [18], electromechanical oscillation damping [42], power flow and, depending on the storage used, even frequency control or inertia emulation [17].

In this paper, it is proposed to use an SC as a storage device, because of its short-time storage capabilities, its high power and energy density, along with the attributes of being low cost, high efficiency, having a fast time response and a long life span [20,21,24,28,43]. All of these features adequately fit the LVRT requirements.

In order to size the SC, the amount of energy ($E_{LVRT}$) to be injected during a voltage dip must be calculated. This amount of energy varies depending on the duration of the fault and the profile established by the SO. In this paper, the German grid code has been chosen for SC sizing, because it is the most demanding one. Therefore, the $E_{LVRT}$ is calculated in the following manner [44] (see Figure 10):

$$E_{LVRT} = P_{rated} [(0.9 - V_{min})t_1 + 0.5(t_2 - t_1)(0.9 - V_{min})]$$

(4)

where $P_{rated}$ is the WTG rated power; $V_{min}$ is the lowest voltage during the fault (in p.u.); $t_1$ is the fault time; and $t_2$ is the time for voltage restoration at the PCC.

**Figure 10.** Energy required during LVRT, German case.

The second step is to calculate the capacitance. The SC has a much larger capacitance per cell than conventional capacitors, but it also has a higher equivalent series resistance (ESR), which means a low efficiency at fast charging/discharging compared to normal capacitors [45]. An SC is usually represented as a capacitor with a series resistance, as described in [28,44] and shown in Figure 11.
To obtain the capacitance value required to provide the energy calculated using Equation (4), it must be taken into account that the SC cannot be totally discharged. The minimum achievable SOC (state of charge) value is usually approximately 25%, i.e., a reduction of 50% in voltage, because lower values could affect the control of the converters [46].

**Figure 11.** Classical model of the supercapacitor. ESR, equivalent series resistance.

![Classical model of the supercapacitor. ESR, equivalent series resistance.](image)

In addition, the power losses in the ESR during the charge and discharge must be considered [47]. To determine the average losses, a set of simulations were performed, as described in Appendix 1, using data from several commercially available SCs. The simulation results indicate that the average losses in the ESR are roughly 10% of the energy delivered.

Therefore, according to the previous considerations, the capacitance value required for the SC can be written as follows:

\[
C_{SC} = \frac{2E_{LVRT}}{V_{DCr}^2} \frac{1}{(1-k_{vmin}^2)(1-k_{loss})}
\]

(5)

where \(C_{SC}\) is the capacitance of the SC (in F); \(V_{DCr}\) is the rated voltage at the DC bus; \(k_{loss}\) is a constant that represents energy losses during the discharge of an SC (in this case, \(k_{loss} = 0.1\)) and \(k_{vmin}\) is the ratio between the minimum voltage and the rated voltage in the DC bus (\(k_{vmin} = 0.5\)).

Commercially available SCs usually have maximum voltage \(V_{SCR}\) ratings of 200 V; the \(C_{SC}\) can be as high as 5000 F, and the ESRs are typically less than 23 mΩ (see Appendix 1) [48–50]. SCs can be connected in series to achieve a higher voltage rating and in parallel to increase the capacitance [51]. In this case, the SC modules must be connected in series to achieve a higher voltage rating. Therefore, the final equivalent series capacitance and the total resistance are given by the following:

\[
N = \frac{V_{DCr}}{V_{SCR}}
\]

\[
C_{SCeq} = \frac{C_{SC}}{N}
\]

\[
ESR_{eq} = N * ESR
\]

(6)

where \(V_{SCR}\) is the SC rated voltage; \(N\) is the number of SC modules to be connected in series; \(C_{SCeq}\) is the equivalent capacitance; and \(ESR_{eq}\) is the equivalent resistance.

In the case of a STATCOM + ES with an SC in the DC link, the ratings selected for the German case are presented in Table A6 from Appendix 3 [50]. The remaining ratings are presented in Table A2 of Appendix 2.
4.2. STATCOM + ES with DC-DC Converter

In this paper, an improvement of the previous system, STATCOM + ES, is also proposed, which consist of adding a bidirectional DC-DC converter between the SC and the STATCOM. This bidirectional DC-DC converter is usually used to achieve a more stable voltage in the DC link; besides, this configuration enables the control of the power flow between the SC and the grid [26,27,52]. This converter acts in Buck mode to charge the SC and in Boost mode to discharge it and maintain a constant DC link voltage [53,54].

This approach could also be very suitable for short transient disturbances, e.g., voltage dips [25,26]. In [55], a STATCOM + ES with a bidirectional DC-DC converter was used to back up a doubly-fed induction generator with a back-to-back converter during a voltage dip. Therefore, this approach would also be very valuable for the FSWG support during voltage dips. In Figure 12 it is shown that the schematic of the proposed circuit used to back up a WTG during a fault.

Figure 12. STATCOM + ES (energy storage) with a DC-DC converter. SC, supercapacitor.

Because the bidirectional converter provides the possibility to control the discharge of the SC without interfering with the DC link of the STATCOM, deeper discharge levels at the SC side are achievable using this configuration. Therefore, the system could provide more active power to the grid. Furthermore, the number of series SC modules required to achieve the DC link voltages could be reduced, depending on the module ratings.

The main parameters used to model the bidirectional DC-DC converter are presented in Table A7 of Appendix 3. Finally, the SC parameters for the German case are presented in Table A8 of Appendix 3.

Note that for each of the different settings, either STATCOM + ES or STATCOM + ES with a DC-DC converter, the SC ratings selected were those more appropriate for the LVRT requirements of each grid code (see Table A2 in Appendix 2).

5. Control of the Compensation Systems

The main objectives of the STATCOM controller with an implemented LVRT strategy are to deliver a determined amount of active and reactive power during a voltage dip. The control scheme is based on a voltage-oriented control applied to three phase converters. In order to establish the inner control structure in a rotating dq reference frame, which allows decoupling of the active and reactive power [15,56], it is necessary to analyze the voltage balance across the inductance ($L_S$) installed at the STATCOM output (see Figure 9).
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_{LVa} \\
V_{LVb} \\
V_{LVc}
\end{bmatrix} = L_S \frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix}
i_{Sa} \\
i_{Sb} \\
i_{Sc}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
V_{Sa} \\
V_{Sb} \\
V_{Sc}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(7)

where \(V_{LVa}, V_{LVb}, V_{LVc}\) are the three phase components of the WTG low-voltage side voltage; \(i_{Sa}, i_{Sb}, i_{Sc}\) are the three phase components of the STATCOM current; and \(V_{Sa}, V_{Sb}, V_{Sc}\) are the three phase components of the voltage at the STATCOM terminals.

Using Equation (7) and after applying the dq transformation [57], Equation (8) is obtained:

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix}
I_{Sd} \\
I_{Sq}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
-\omega_b & \omega \\
\omega & -\omega_b
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
I_{Sd} \\
I_{Sq}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\omega_b \\
-\omega_b
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{v_{sd} - V_{LV}}{V_{base}} \\
\frac{v_{sq}}{V_{base}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(8)

where:

- \(\omega_b\) is the base angular frequency (2\(\pi\)50);
- \(I_{Sd}\) and \(I_{Sq}\) are the direct and quadrature components of the STATCOM current, respectively;
- \(V_{Sd}\) and \(V_{Sq}\) are the direct and quadrature components of the STATCOM voltage, respectively;
- \(\omega\) is the reference frame rotating at the grid frequency;
- \(V_{LV}\) is the magnitude of the WTG low-voltage side voltage.

Equation (8), leads to a rule that allows decoupling \(I_{Sd}\) and \(I_{Sq}\). The inverter voltage vector is controlled as follows:

\[
v_{sd} = \frac{L}{\omega_b} (c_1 - \omega I_d) + |V_{LV}|
\]

(9)

\[
v_{sq} = \frac{L}{\omega_b} (c_2 + \omega I_d)
\]

(10)

where \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) are the proportional plus integral (PI) controllers, defined next.

Replacing Equations (9) and (10) in Equation (8), the following equation is obtained:

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix}
I_{Sd} \\
I_{Sq}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
-\omega_b & \omega \\
\omega & -\omega_b
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
I_{Sd} \\
I_{Sq}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
c_1 \\
c_2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(11)

Equation (11) shows that \(I_{Sd}\) and \(I_{Sq}\) respond to \(c_1\) and \(c_2\), respectively, through a first order transfer function, with no cross-coupling. The control rule for Equations (9) and (10) is completed by defining the feedback loops and PI compensation as follows:
\[ c_1 = \left( k_{p1} + \frac{k_{ii}}{S} \right) \left( I_{s_d,ref} - I_{s_d} \right) \] (12)

\[ c_2 = \left( k_{p1} + \frac{k_{ii}}{S} \right) \left( I_{s_q,ref} - I_{s_q} \right) \] (13)

Then, the control system block diagram for the inner control structure is shown in Figure 13, for which all of the variables are in a dq reference frame after applying the dq transformation [57]. As a result, the inputs variables are the STATCOM current in dq coordinates (\(I_{s_d}\) and \(I_{s_q}\)) and the voltage \(V_{LV}\) at the FSWG low-voltage side. The reference variables are those for the STATCOM current, \(I_{s_d,ref}\) and \(I_{s_q,ref}\).

**Figure 13.** Block diagram of the inner vector control technique implemented in the STATCOM. PI, proportional plus integral.

This inner control is set to deliver the voltage references to the SPWM (Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation) to fire the IGBTS that control the STATCOM DC/AC converter. The outer control loops are generally designed to maintain the DC voltage to compensate for the converter losses and the voltage at the low-voltage side to control the flow of reactive power between the STATCOM and the power network [56].

The outer control loops proposed in this paper are a cascade of PIs set to operate under two different situations. When the grid is operating normally, the outer control loop is set to follow the references to maintain the DC link voltage \(V_{dc}\) at a reference value \(V_{dc,ref}\) and to control the reactive power injected by the STATCOM, \(i.e., Q_s\) and \(Q_{s,ref}\) (see the N/O blocks in Figure 14). However, when the grid is under the fault condition, the direct axis outer control loop is set to maintain the DC link voltage at a constant level through a faster PI, and the quadrature outer control loop is set to maintain the rated low-voltage side voltage \(V_{LV,ref}\) (see fault blocks in Figure 14). The outer control structure is shown in Figure 14. The target of these separate controllers is to provide adequate references to the inner control loop to deliver the necessary amount of active and reactive power to back up the FWSG under a voltage dip. Note that the overall control structure is achieved by combining the blocks shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Figure 14. Block diagram of the outer control technique implemented in the STATCOM. (N/O = normal operation, Fault = fault condition).

Recall that the main objective of this paper is to explore the capabilities of a STATCOM with SCs in its DC side. To enable this exploration, classical PI controllers are chosen here.

6. Simulations Scenarios

In this section, the simulation results of the operation of the FSWG with and without the compensation of the STATCOM under voltage dips and the requirements of the grid codes of Denmark, Germany, Spain and the UK are presented and discussed.

Four different LVRT requirements are simulated under the following scenarios:

- FSWG: FSWG in its standard configuration, i.e., directly connected to the grid. In this case, the capacitor bank of the WTG, commonly used for power factor correction, is disconnected;
- FSWG + STATCOM: FSWG with a shunt-connected STATCOM for reactive and LVRT purposes;
- FSWG + STATCOM + ES: FSWG with a STATCOM + ES that includes an SC in the DC link;
- FSWG + STATCOM + ES + (DC/DC): FSWG with a STATCOM + ES with the SC connected through a DC-DC converter.

In total, 20 simulations are performed to study the behavior of the FSWG under different LVRT requirements. All simulations were performed with the WTG running at its rated power.

Note that, unlike the other grid codes, the Spanish grid code demands that WTGs must withstand the profile shown in Figure 4 during a test, or if a simulation test is performed, the system must be simulated using the equivalent electrical grid described in the PVVC [31]. For this reason, it was necessary to perform two simulations, the first one using the equivalent electrical grid, in which a three-phase fault
that lasts 150 ms was simulated, and the second one implemented according to the profile presented in the P.O. 12.3 shown in Figure 4.

To simulate the voltage dips, a three-phase fault is introduced according to the profile of each grid code. The operation of the system without the capacitor bank and STATCOM compensation (Scenario 1) is simulated to represent the worst scenario. Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 are performed with a shunt STATCOM connected; in this case, the objectives of the STATCOM controller during normal operation are to achieve zero reactive power injection at the PCC and to maintain the voltage in the DC link at its rated value. The target during a voltage dip is to fulfill the LVRT requirements and, in a generic way, to minimize the voltage variations in the DC link.

As an example, for the sake of simplicity and because the German requirements appear to be the most demanding ones, the response of the FSWG under the German’s SO requirements are shown in Figure 15. Note that the simulations are divided into zones, as explained in Table 2. In Section 7, the results for the remaining simulations are summarized.

**Figure 15.** WTG response under German LVRT requirements. NC, results without a STATCOM; S, results with a STATCOM; SC, results with a STATCOM + ES (SC in the DC link); SC DC-DC, results with a STATCOM + ES and a DC-DC converter in the DC link.

The following nomenclature is used in the following figures:

- **Lim:** Limit of the variable, active power $P$ or reactive current $I_r$;
- **NC:** results without a STATCOM;
- **S:** results with a STATCOM;
- **SC:** results with a STATCOM + ES (SC in the DC link);
- **SC DC-DC:** results with a STATCOM + ES and a DC-DC converter in the DC link.

The worst possible scenario is depicted with the NC label, as shown in Figure 15. The sudden reduction of the voltage in the grid leads to an important reactive current consumption in the PCC. As shown in the figure, this requirement is not being fulfilled in any of the marked zones of the German
grid code. This behavior could lead to an overall instability and cause the disconnection of the WTG, which is currently an unacceptable performance of any WTG according to grid codes.

The next scenario is simulated with the same grid fault, but in this case, the WTG is supported by a STATCOM. In this case, as previously explained, the STATCOM is controlled to compensate for the reactive power in the grid. When the control senses the fault, the STATCOM starts injecting reactive current into the grid to comply with the grid codes (see Figure 15). Note that, in this scenario, the reactive current requirement is close to that demanded in the code. The clear drawback of this possible solution is that the FSWG is not able to fulfill the grid codes. It is important to notice that, in this case, the active power requirement in Zone 2 is not being fulfilled, because of the lack of the STATCOM’s capability of active power generation.

Next, following the same procedure, the grid fault is introduced, but this time, the FSWG is being supported by a STATCOM + ES. This variant was set up to fully comply with the German grid code. The important difference in this case is that, as a result of a larger storage device, i.e., an SC, the WTG is now able to deliver the required amount of reactive current and is also able to deliver the required active power demanded in Zone 2, as shown in Figure 15.

Finally, after noting the advantages of including a higher storage device in the DC link of the STATCOM, a shunt DC-DC converter was installed in the DC link of the STATCOM + ES to enable control of the SC discharge, thereby supplying more active power to the grid. As a result, when the STATCOM + ES with a DC-DC converter is supporting the FSWG under voltage dips, it was also possible to comply with the grid codes, but this time with an improved active power response, as shown in Figure 15.

To enhance the understanding of and to provide an indication of the influence in the grid of the STATCOM + ES with the DC-DC converter with respect to the STATCOM and STATCOM + ES, in Figures 16–20, the evolution during the voltage dip of the most important variables are shown.

Figure 16. Reactive current evolution through the voltage dip, German case.

The evolution of the reactive current in the grid, before, during and after the fault is shown in Figure 16. The solid black line corresponds to the reactive current behavior in the analysis zones, and the red one corresponds to the requirements. Note that the reactive current requirement is being fulfilled by means of the STATCOM + ES and STATCOM + ES with the DC-DC converter.
Figure 17. Active power evolution through the voltage dip, German case.

Figure 18. STATCOM active power evolution through the voltage dip, German case.

Figure 19. STATCOM reactive power evolution through the voltage dip, German case.
Similarly, in Figure 17, the active power evolution and requirements in the German grid code are shown. Here, a clear active power enhancement of the active power response in the grid is observed. Once again, the solid black line corresponds to the active power behavior in the analysis zones, and the red line corresponds to the requirement.

The active and reactive power injection responses for the different configurations (STATCOM, STATCOM + ES and STATCOM + ES with DC-DC converter) are shown in Figures 18 and 19. In Figure 18, the improvement achieved by means of the inclusion of a supercapacitor in the DC link is observed. Finally, in Figure 20 is shown the evolution of the voltage in the DC link and the SC during the voltage dip.

7. Summary of Results

In Section 6, the behavior of the FSWG under the requirements of the German’s SO was presented. To simplify the analysis and summarize the results, in Tables 3 and 4 present the results of the previous section. The minimum result obtained in each zone per simulation and its corresponding requirement are presented. The tables are divided per country and per zone; in each box is presented the requirement in brackets and above it, the result. The zones without requirement are denoted as not available (N/A). Finally, green values denote fulfillment and red values are those where the specific requirement is not fulfilled.

The results for the FSWG simulation in the worst case scenario are presented in Table 3, which summarizes the behavior of the FSWG during the voltage dip without the capacitor bank. In this case, the WTG is unable to fulfill almost any of the reactive current requirements; therefore, this appears to be the most demanding requirement.

The results for the simulation of the FSWG with the shunt STATCOM, STATCOM + ES and STATCOM + ES with DC-DC are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. With only the STATCOM contribution, the requirements of the Danish and Spanish grid codes are fulfilled (see Table 3). The UK’s requirements are not fulfilled during the first 10 ms of the fault, because the UK’s grid code demands that the generation units shall inject the maximum reactive current during the fault without a deadband, which is allowed by the other grid codes (e.g., the German grid code demands that the WTG must respond to the reactive current requirement within 20 ms [3]). Note that with a proper deadband, it would be possible to fulfill all of the UK’s requirements with the addition of a STATCOM alone.
Table 3. Results and requirements, in p.u., of the different grid codes, without a capacitor bank and with a STATCOM. Requirements are shown in brackets, red values are those where the specific requirement is not fulfilled and N/A means not available. PVVC, procedure for verification and validations.

| Country | Denmark | Germany | | | Spain | P.O. 12.3 | | | UK | |
|---------|---------|---------|| | | | | | | | |
| Zone    | 1       | 2       | 1       | 2       | 3       | 1       | 2       | 3       | 1       | 2       | |
| Active power | 0.128 (0.101) | 0.118 (0.101) | N/A | −3.72×10⁻⁶ (0.00017) | 0.577 (0.148) | N/A | 0.069 (0.1) | N/A | N/A | 0.064 (0.1) | N/A |
| Reactive current | −0.588 (−1.0) | −1.782 (−1.0) | 0.061 (1.0) | −1.381 (1.0) | −2.166 (0.30378) | N/A | −0.563 (0.015) | −2.468 (−1.5) | N/A | 0.626 (0.015) | −0.747 (−1.5) | −0.588 (1.0) | N/A |
| Reactive power | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | −0.582 (−0.6) | −0.049 (0) | N/A | −0.583 (−0.6) | −0.063 (0) | N/A | N/A | N/A |
| Reactive energy | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | −1.058 (−0.6) | N/A | N/A | −0.153 (−0.6) | N/A | |
| Active power | 0.165 (0.101) | 0.161 (0.101) | N/A | −0.0834 (0.00017) | 0.766 (0.148) | N/A | −0.067 (0.1) | N/A | N/A | 0.057 (0.1) | N/A | N/A | 1.001 (0.9) |
| Reactive current | −0.014 (−1.0) | −0.595 (−1.0) | 0.741 (1.0) | 0.394 (1.0) | −0.217 (0.30378) | N/A | 0.807 (0.015) | −1.213 (−1.5) | N/A | 0.416 (0.015) | −0.375 (−1.5) | −0.015 (1.0) | N/A |
| Reactive power | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | −0.015 (−0.6) | 0.138 (0) | N/A | −0.018 (−0.6) | 0.0498 (0) | N/A | N/A | N/A |
| Reactive energy | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | −0.336 (−0.6) | N/A | N/A | −0.036 (−0.6) | N/A | N/A | |
Table 4. Results and requirements, in p.u., of the different grid codes, with a STATCOM + ES and with a STATCOM + ES with DC–DC converter. Requirements are shown into brackets, red values are those where the specific requirement is not fulfilled and N/A means not available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Spain</th>
<th>P.O. 12.3</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PVVC</td>
<td>P.O. 12.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
<td>1 2 3</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATCOM + ES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active power</td>
<td>0.172 (0.101)</td>
<td>0.153 (0.101)</td>
<td>N/A (0.00017)</td>
<td>0.747 (0.148)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive current</td>
<td>−0.018 (−1.0)</td>
<td>−0.319 (−1.0)</td>
<td>3.092 (1.0)</td>
<td>1.043 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.492 (0.30378)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive power</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive energy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATCOM + ES with DC–DC converter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active power</td>
<td>0.297 (0.101)</td>
<td>0.421 (0.101)</td>
<td>N/A (0.00017)</td>
<td>0.906 (0.148)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive current</td>
<td>−0.021 (−1.0)</td>
<td>−0.395 (−1.0)</td>
<td>3.859 (1.0)</td>
<td>1.375 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.359 (0.30378)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive power</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive energy</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the German case, the requirements in Zones 1, 2 and 3 require the generator to deliver more reactive current; with the use of a STATCOM alone, it was not possible to deliver the maximum reactive current (note that the maximum reactive current generation in the German’s grid code is only by the request of the SO). Note that the active power generation during a voltage dip becomes an issue because of the low capability of the STATCOM to inject active power into the grid. This requirement and the reactive current requirement were fulfilled using an SC in the STATCOM’s DC link, as found in Table 4. Moreover, it was also possible to deliver as much active power as requested in the German grid code using the STATCOM + ES with the bidirectional DC-DC converter; although the simulations results with the SC in the DC link and the DC-DC converter seem to be quite similar, it was possible to deliver more active power with the addition of the DC-DC converter. However, the UK’s grid code still has the same deadband issue; with the SC, the generation of reactive current starts at 5 ms, and the maximum reactive current is reached at 9 ms.

Finally, one of the most important achievements can be seen in Figures 15 and 18, where the SC is placed in the low voltage side of the DC-DC converter (STATCOM + ES + DC/DC); in this case, the STATCOM was able to deliver more active power than in the other approaches.

8. Conclusions

The first part of this paper presented the analysis of the LVRT requirements in the grid codes for a set of countries that represent the worldwide trends in wind energy. The more demanding codes appear to be the German and the UK codes, because they demand that the WTG has to withstand a fault down to zero volts in the PCC, and they do not allow any reactive consumption during the voltage dip.

Next, the methods that enable the FSWGs to fulfill the LVRT requirements of the grid codes were analyzed. This type of WTG was selected for two reasons: it has an important presence in the countries where wind energy was first developed, and this type of machine cannot fulfill the LVRT requirements by itself, as seen in Table 3. Therefore, this paper presented a system based on a STATCOM installed at the low-voltage side of an FSWG that enables these types of wind generators to fulfill the LVRT requirements. The simulation results indicate that, by means of the proposed configuration, it is possible to fulfill the LVRT requirements of the Spanish and the Danish grid codes. However, for the German case, due to the active power demands, it is proposed to introduce an energy storage device in the DC link, resulting in the STATCOM + ES configuration. In this paper, the use of supercapacitors was proposed for that purpose. The UK’s grid code was not satisfied, due to the lack of a deadband that would allow the power electronics to react in time. Note that this code could be fulfilled with only the use of a STATCOM alone if a minimum deadband is considered.

Finally, the inclusion of a DC-DC converter in the DC link of the STATCOM and the supercapacitor in the low voltage side of the converter is proposed; it was possible to deliver a considerable amount of active power into the grid during the fault and restoration of the voltage. This configuration allows control of the power flow between the SC and the grid, because the bidirectional converter provides the possibility to control the discharge of the SC without interfering with the DC link voltage of the STATCOM. By means of this configuration, deeper discharge levels at the SC side are achievable; therefore, more active power could be delivered to the grid without interfering with the reactive power injection. For example, with the use of the STATCOM + ES, 4% more active power is generated than
with the STATCOM alone, and with the STATCOM + ES with the DC-DC converter (Danish simulation, Zone 1), 80% more active power is generated than with the STATCOM alone. This feature of the STATCOM + ES could be further exploited for inertia emulation, to smooth the active power output of the STATCOM, to maintain the DC link voltage as relatively constant or for frequency response.

A method for calculating the required capacitance of the SC during a voltage dip is also suggested. The influence of the power losses in the ESR and the minimum achievable SOC was taken into account to provide the STATCOM the possibility to deliver the energy required by each of the grid codes investigated.
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Appendix

1. Supercapacitor Parameters

Power losses in the ESR of the supercapacitor were calculated according to the energy requirement of each country during a voltage dip. For choosing the supercapacitor that fulfills all of the requirements, a database of 36 different supercapacitors from three manufacturers was used; see Table A1 [48–50].

**Figure A1.** ESR losses in the German case.
Some assumptions were made in choosing the supercapacitor. The minimum DC voltage was set to be equal to 50% of its rated value. A mean voltage in the ESR was assumed (taking into account the PSCAD simulations). Then, the power losses were calculated according to the mean values and the duration of the fault. Finally, the results of the losses are depicted in Figure A1, where the mean losses have values of approximately between 5% and 10%.

### Table A1. Supercapacitor database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>V (F)</th>
<th>C (F)</th>
<th>ESR (Ω)</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>V (F)</th>
<th>C (F)</th>
<th>ESR (Ω)</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>V (F)</th>
<th>C (F)</th>
<th>ESR (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iouxus</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
<td>Maxim</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>NESSCAP</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>0.0850</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td></td>
<td>86</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>0.0450</td>
<td>iouxus</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td></td>
<td>125</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>NESSCAP</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>108</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>189</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1030</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>216</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0890</td>
<td></td>
<td>48</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. Supercapacitor Ratings

The SC ratings for each of the simulations are presented in Table A2. The data presented are the LVRT energy requirement, the equivalent capacitance and the equivalent resistance calculated with Equation (6).

### Table A2. Supercapacitor ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>$E_{LVRT}$ (kJ)</th>
<th>$C_{SCeq}$ (F)</th>
<th>$ESR_{eq}$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$C_{SCeq}$ (F)</th>
<th>$ESR_{eq}$ (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.2268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>980.1</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.1806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Supercapacitor Ratings

The simulations parameters can be seen from Tables A3–A8.
Table A3. Technical characteristics of the wind turbine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>1,320</td>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swept area</td>
<td>2,922.5</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated speed</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of blades</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max hub height</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearbox ratio</td>
<td>1:80.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia constant</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-damping</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power limitation</td>
<td>stall</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A4. Induction generator parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power</td>
<td>1,320</td>
<td>kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal current</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>kA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS phase-voltage</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poles</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous speed</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia constant</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-damping</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A5. STATCOM ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated DC voltage $V_{DCr}$</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC capacitance $C$</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance $L_s$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutation frequency $f_{STATCOM}$</td>
<td>1,950</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated line voltage</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal current</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>kA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A6. DC link supercapacitor, German case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC Capacitance $C_{SC}$</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC equivalent series resistance, $ESR$</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated SC voltage $V_{SCR}$</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated DC voltage $V_{DCr}$</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SC modules, $N$</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent capacitance $C_{Seq}$</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent ESR, $ESR_{eq}$</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A7. DC-DC converter ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC-DC converters inductance, $L_{DCDC}$</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boost and Buck capacitances, $C_{Boost}$ and $C_{Buck}$</td>
<td>4,700</td>
<td>μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutation frequency, $f_{DCDC}$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buck voltage, $V_{SC}$</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boost voltage, $V_{dc,ref}$</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A8. DC-DC converter supercapacitor, German case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC capacitance, $C_{SC}$</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC equivalent series resistance, $ESR$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated SC voltage, $V_{SCr}$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated DC voltage, $V_{DCr}$</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SC modules, $N$</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent capacitance, $C_{Seq}$</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent ESR, $ESR_{eq}$</td>
<td>0.1557</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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